
HI VU Fresnel Lens (PVC) 
Various Vehicle Type Window Fitting Positions 

FITTING NOTES:- 
1. Hi Vu lenses are to be fitted to glass inside the vehicle. 
2. The smooth side of the PVC lens is to be press fitted against the glass. 
3. The groove side of the lens is to face inwards towards the driver. 
4. Clean and dry the chosen glass area where the lens is to be press fitted. 
5. In order to remove any obvious ripples in the PVC lens corners, make sure that during 

the stick-on process that you stretch the lens material slightly outwards at its corner 
edges, as it’s stuck to the glass.  

6. Peel-back the paper cover so the adhesive surround area is exposed ready to press fit. 
7. Place the smooth side of the lens to the glass and press gently and evenly outwards to 

the edges (stretching slightly where needed). The lens provides a self-adhesive, water-
free, fit to glass. 

8. To remove any air bubbles and gain best fit use a small soft sponge or rubber roller,  
being careful not to scrape too hard across the groove surface of the lens. 
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POSITIONING THE LENS ON THE VEHICLE’S GLASS:- 

Rear Window  
of Van/RV/SUV 

Can be press fitted  
lower or higher as a  

matter of choice 

Hi Vu lens 

Reference Fitting Note 5.  
In order to remove any obvious ripples in the PVC 
lens corners, make sure that during the stick-on 
process that you stretch the lens material slightly 
outwards at its corner edges, as it’s stuck to the 
glass. (See lens diagram over)  

Position the wording LENS-TECH.COM at the border of the lens in this position 

Stretch soft PVC lens 
outwards to corners 
as it is stuck to glass 


